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STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM AS STEPPING STONE TO JOURNEYS AHEAD  IN THIS ISSUE 

Thank you part 
Thank you for our lecturers in Universitas 
Gadjah Mada, especially Mrs. Ani Widia and 
Mr. Makruf who were wonderfully select and 
give me the opportunity to get the 
scholarship in AIMS program. Without two of 
you this once dream cannot be reported 
today. 

I arrived on 3 August 2016 at Don Mueang 
Airport. There was a little mis-
communication. Actually no one fetched me 
in the airport that day because the university 
thought that I will come on 4 August 2016. 
But I can get to the university by waiting for 
the other four students arrived in the same 
airport. There were four buddies fetched us. 

First week in Thailand 
On the very first day, we bought our 
necessities to attend the lecture like uniform, 
belt, and buttons. We were accompanied by 
our buddies to get all these things at 
Amorphan market. Later on 5 August, there 
was international student orientation at 
International Studies Center of Kasetsart 
University. For the first time we met all 
international students, not just AIMS 

students in one room. There were speeches 
from university member in order to welcome 
us. There was also introduction in common 
knowledge of Thai culture, so, we as 
international students, will not be shocked 
further of what Thailand get for us to see. 
The other helpful information were class 
enrollment steps, health insurance, and 
extension of visa information. On the same 
day we were introduced to Kasetsart 
University Library and its facilities. 

On 8 August there was an orientation day for 
AIMS student held by Faculty of Agriculture. 
We were given common insight of the 
faculty. The main thing in this event is that 
we get the chance to see our advisor. 
Universitas Gadjah Mada students were 
given an academic advisor. Our advisor name 
is Dr. Thanathip Suwanasopee. She is an 
ajarn (Thai for lecturer) in Animal Science 
Department. She helped us to choose our 
course subject and bring the needed 
information for us to enroll the class. Ajarn 
Thanathip is very helpful and kind, she even 
asked us our progress sometimes. This one 
should be noted because it’s hard to find the 
great advisor like her in our university back 
home. 

 

Tourist at Antique Land 
A glimpse of the places we went to in Thailand. This 
includes the trip to Wat Pho, Jim Thompson House and 
Museum, Congdon’s Anatomical Museum, and other 
province such as Ayutthaya. 
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The Classes 
Day to day classes we take as AIMS 2016 students at 
Kasetsart university. The learning environment and the 
cool lecturers. 
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AIMS Program in Thailand 
by Bernardia Vitri Arumsari 
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The course subjects I take in Kasetsart 
University are: 

1. Information Management of Agri-

Enterprise 

2. Marketing for Agri-Enterprise 

3. Thai Conversation in Everyday Life 

4. Strategic Planning of Agri-Enterprise 

5. Introduction to Tropical Agriculture 

6. Seminar 

The next days, we attend our first week of 
the classes. On this first week, I try to attend 
as many classes as possible which was 
attractive for me. In the end, I should drop 
few classes because they were less important 
to take and some of them had overlapping 
schedule. For instance, finally I take Thai 
Conversation Class and drop Elementary 
French class, because I want to improve my 
Thai language while I live in Thailand and to 
have a basic other ASEAN language 
knowledge in order to prepare for ASEAN 
Economic Community.  

There are 4 classes I take in Faculty of 
Economics and there are 2 classes I take in 
Faculty of Agriculture. I take all classes as 
credit type class except for Introduction to 
Tropical Agriculture which I take as audit 
type class.  

The classrooms in Econ Paragon building in 
Faculty of Economics are big, unlike the 
classes in Vajiranusorn Building in Faculty of 
Agriculture, but it’s both places offers good 
environment to study there. They provide 
good presentation equipment for lecturers. 
Most classes even  print the handouts for 

students. The lecturers all tried to apply 
interactive learning process in the class, but 
everything still depends on us, the activeness 
of the students. 

THE DIFFERENT ATMOSPHERE 

Language barrier become a uniqueness in 
some discussion because sometimes each of 
us speak in our own language at the same 
time (Thai, Japanese, and indonesia). 

#AIMS2016 
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On our second Friday, Indonesian AIMS 
student take a walk to BACC (Bangkok Art 
and Culture Centre), MBK, and Indonesia 
Embassy with a summer school student from 
Insitut Pertanian Bogor. It was the first time 
we rode BTS in Bangkok. In our way back 
home, we were a bit lost but we got a chance 
to see the glimpse of Grand Palace. Five days 
later on 20 August 2016, we attend the 
events in Indonesia Embassy which be held in 
commemoration of Indonesia Independence 
Day. We met many Indonesians and Thai 
humanity student who is willing to teach us 
Thai language every Friday. We are lucky to 
have him teach us because some of 
Indonesian student don’t get the chance to 
take Thai Conversation class. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Classes 
by Bernardia Vitri Arumsari 

First Exposure to Bangkok City 
by Bernardia Vitri Arumsari 

Democracy monument in Bangkok. We 
went past this monument when we 
took the wrong bus. 

Indonesian team in the celebration of 
Indonesia Independence Day at 
Indonesian Embassy in Bangkok. 
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KU EVENTS 

 

Freshy Night 
Concert event which can be attended only by the 
newest member of the university. Many bands 
performed in this concert. 

 

Clubs Expo 
Clubs Expo informed new students of the clubs which 
are on the Kasetsart University. Clubs can make first 
introduction to those who interested to join the club via 
this event. 

FAST FACTS 
 

  

26% 
Of total days we will spend in AIMS program (from 3 
August until 10 September 2016) 

  

86% 
Level of happiness in following AIMS 2016 program.. 

MORE FACTS 

Kasetsart University held a big concert on 
Freshy Night events. That was amazing for both 
Indonesian and Japanese AIMS students 
because our university never held a concert and 
modelling/beauty pageant competition as big 
as that night. 

#AIMS2016 
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Clubs Expo 
On 23 August 2016, there is an event which 
all Kasetsart University clubs made an 
appearance at ISC field. They put banner and 
photos in their stands. There was a 
committee acted as international student’s 
guide and we were escorted to some of the 
clubs which interesting for us. I was 
interested in fencing club, because I cannot 
find it at Universitas Gadjah Mada. So the 
very next day I go to the club quarter and 
found that they are great club with their own 
fencing area and properties. Sadly, I did not 
find a member in the club that time, so I 
cannot follow up and getting to know the 
club better. 

ISC’s International Food 
Festival 
The food festival was conducted at ISC field, 
2 September 2016. A week before that we’re 
already busy in the event’s preparation. For 
this event, Indonesian should prepare our 
Indonesia costume, food, and performance. I 
get the part to prepare the costume of the 
performance besides being one of the 
performers. Since the first time I heard that 
we will dance Saman dance, a dance 
originated from Aceh, I already put a target 
as the best performer in this festival. We 
prepared the dance’s costume by contacting 
Indonesia Embassy to borrow the dance 
costume from them. Luckily we got a set of 
the costume including headbands, sarungs, 
and 2 sets of Minang traditional costume 
from the embassy. We practiced the dance 
for 5 days. It was a challenge because all of us 
never dance Saman, fortunately we got Nisa, 
other AIMS - Universitas Gadjah Mada 
student to teach us and sing Saman songs.  

For the event, we prepared Indonesian food 
like pempek, tempe goreng, sup buah, and 
gado-gado. It was fun to see that people 
really appreciate our food, costume, and 
performance in this event. The other 
countries food, performance, and costumes 
were also entertaining as well. At the end of 
the event, Indonesian team were announced 
as the best performer. There were other 
awards for Indonesia. It was a fine day 
indeed. 

Freshy Day & Night 

On Saturday, 10 September 2016, there was 
Freshy Day Event which required AIMS 2016 
students and all students of Agriculture 
Faculty to clean up the faculty’s 
environment. So after 9 AM, we were 
cleaning the greenhouses in the faculty 
complex. There is also barberque party after 
the event, so we got free food. The food was 
prepared by the staffs and lecturers. We 
were very happy that day. 

On 6 PM, we gathered again in Vajiranusorn 
Building to follow Freshy Night, a night 
concert held by the university to welcome all 
new students of Kasetsart University. The 
concert was amazing, there were bands and 
also a modelling competition. So we danced 
and sing along with the crowds there. 

Days before, we were introduced to our 
buddies. Universitas Gadjah Mada got 3 
buddies, they are Mook, Book, and Kendo. 
The buddies also escorted us to Freshy Day 
and Night event. 
 

 

Kasetsart University Events 
by Bernardia Vitri Arumsari 

Indonesia Saman Dance 
performer team. We got the first 
prize! 
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Church 
The church in Bangkok for Catholic is rare 
and it takes four weeks for me to be sure and 
went to St. John Abbey Church which is 
located near Central Plaza, exactly in St. John 
College complex. Luckily the location of the 
church can be reached by the bus and it is not 
expensive to get there. The extraordinary 
thing of this church is the shape. The shape 
of St. John church is hexagonal, very unique 
and beautiful. The mass is conducted in 
English at 11 AM in Sunday, and the other 
mass is conducted in Thai. It’s easier to 
follow English mass, because my Thai is still 
very limited. 

Food 
Most of Thai foods are spicy and sour. At my 
first weeks, I got excited with those foods till 
my weight increased. But after sometimes, I 
got bored with the taste. The appetite 
become lesser and lesser. After counting the 
money for the food, I decided to spend less 
and save the money for the next trips around 
Thailand. 

 

St. John Abbey church in St. John College complex. 
Only once English mass per week every Sunday at 11 
AM. 

 

Steak we ate at Kru Ta Steak House in Phra Nakhon 
Si Ayutthaya province. It’s hard to find halal food, 
but it’s not a problem for me, since I can eat pork. 

 

 

 

It’s common to see monks everywhere around 
Thailand. Like in the bus, for example. One of my 
lecturer is also an ex-monk.

The other things worth mentioned is that I 
live in the same room with a Japanese. This 
one brings another great story of my journey 
in Bangkok. Hiroshima University students 
have to live with other nationality students, 
and we, Indonesian students from 
Universitas Gadjah Mada were selected early 
to live with them in the same room. Live with 
other nationality makes me become more 
aware of Indonesia. For example, my 
roommate did not know anything about 
Indonesia, even she did not know about the 

most famous area of 
Indonesia, Bali Island. So 
every night, when the 
awkwardness become 
lesser and lesser, 
together we try to 
promote our countries. 
Every morning and every 
night, I converse in 
English and a little 
Japanese language with 
her. This is a great way to sharpen our skill in 
English and the skill in mingling with other 
nationality. I face both culture differences 
and similarity, both fake and honest 
politeness, and all of that finally take a form 
of harmony of life when living with a foreign 
person. We become have more and more 
topic to be talked about and destroy our wall 
of awkwardness day by day. 

 

 

REALIZATION 

After almost two months living with other 
nationality, I realized that people from different 
parts of the world is just the same, we are all 
humans.  

#AIMS2016 
KASETSART UNIVERSITY 

 

  

Japanese Roomate 
by Bernardia Vitri 
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Go Around with Botany friends 
At September 3rd 2016, I and Rifan went to 
Jim Thompson House Museum and Museum 
of Floral Culture with Botany Department, 
Faculty of Science students and lecturer. We 
can follow this free trip because we are 
foreigner, we can learn English together with 
Thai students, and registered it days before. 
Ajarn Jaruswan guide us to those places. At 
Jim Thompson House Museum, we saw and 
learnt about Thai traditional house, the 
shape, rooms, and properties meaning. We 
also get to know Thai silk industry via this 
trip. The most unique about this trip was the 
house owner whereabouts is unknown. 

After Jim Thompson House Museum, we 
went to MBK Mall for lunch. We were 
provided 150 baht from Botany Department 
to spend on the lunch. After that we strolled 
around the mall for some time. The next 
destination was Museum of Floral Culture. 
There we learn and see the use of flower in 
Thai Kingdom indigenous tradition event. 
After walked around the museum, we drank 
afternoon tea in Salon Du The, a terrace 
beside the museum. There were many teas 
to be selected, and I chose Ten Thousand 
Miles tea. Later we get back to university. 
We both very happy because the trip was 
cool and free. 

Wat Pho 
On 4 September 2016, we went to Wat Pho. 
This temple is located near Grand Palace. We 
skipped Grand Palace because the temple 
had expensive tickets. We decided to go to 
Wat Pho instead because the ticket is 
relatively cheap, around 100 bahts per 
person. We got to see a very big sleeping 
Buddha statue there. It was amazing. Later 
we discovered that the complex of Wat Pho 
is big and 100 bahts we paid for the ticket 
seems fit. There were many Buddha statues 
and Wats inside the complex. 

After the trip, we decided to get a meal at 
Jatujak Market. We often go there in 
weekends, and it was fun find cheap 
souvenirs, outfits, or any equipment needed. 

Congdon’s Anatomical Museum 
There was no Seminar class on 16 September 
2016. So I decided to go around Bangkok 
alone. So for the first time, I rode a boat 

across Chao Phraya River to a museum in 
Siriraj Hospital, Mahidol University complex. 
Congdon’s Anatomical Museum is a small 
museum which actually come as one 
package of Siriraj Medical Museum. But I 
only want to go to the anatomy museum so I 
did not have to pay the entrance ticket of the 
museum. The anatomical museum consists 
of human organs displays: special senses 
organs, internal organs, embryo 
development, muscles, skeletons, whole 
body nervous system, and whole body 
arterial system. There were also cadavers of 
dead people. So it’s very fascinating to get a 
chance to see them! 

I rode the boat again across Chao Phraya and 
accidentally arrived to Nonthaburi Province. 
Unfortunately, the day was getting late so I 
only visited a bakery across the road and 
catch the bus back to dormitory. Fascinating 
day! 

A Day Travelling to Phra 
Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 
On 17 September, we begin our journey to 
Ayutthaya by waking up at 4.30. By 6 we 
were leaving the dorm to Bang Khen Railway 
station. The train ride was cheap, it cost only 
20 bahts for a 3rd class train to Ayutthaya. 
We were in the road for about 1.5 hours. At 
Ayutthaya, we rented a motorcycle for 200 
bahts per motorcycle. Then we went to many 
temples: Wat Phra Ram, Wat Chai 
Watthanaram, and Wat Yai Chai Mongkon. 
We also went to Kru Ta Steak House for 
lunch and Ayothaya Floating Market.  

The temples were ruins, not as shiny as Wat 
Pho because Ayutthaya is basically an 
abandoned kingdom. But they are still 
beautiful. There were also elephants to ride 
but we did not take the ride due to its 
expensive ticket. I wonder whether there was 
a language connection in the past. Maybe 
because of Sanskrit Language, because I 
found the similarity between the original 
words of Ayutthaya and Yogyakarta. The 
words in question is Ayodya. Ayutthaya is 
also written as Ayothaya or Ayudhya, which 
is quite similar with Ayodya-the first/original 
name idea of Yogyakarta. 

 

AROUND COUNTRY 

 

Traditional Snacks 
The snacks accompany afternoon tea in Dok Mai Thai 

Salon Du The. They are ถัว่แปบ, กลว้ย, ไดฟูก,ุ ขนมเป๊ียะ, 

and ขนมตม้. Most of them tasted sweet and it was 
perfect to be provided with Ten Thousand Miles tea I 
ordered. 

 

Jumping 
We planned to shoot a ‘foto ala-ala’ but failed after 
several attempts. This photo was taken at Wat Phra 
Ram in Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya province. The grass 
were beautiful and smells good. 

 

Imitating the Pose 
This photo was taken at Wat Pho complex. There, many 
Buddha statues in different size can be found. 

  

Tourist at Antique Land 
by Bernardia Vitri Arumsari 
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The days go as fast as the wind and I try-will 
always try-not to waste my time here. I get 
many opportunities to meet with new 
people. To get to know them. To mingle and 
to make connection. To share, to understand 
their jokes, to enjoy my life with them. And 
finally to learn, that is the core of this 
program.  

I still remember when I first applied for this 
program, I did not really know what’s inside 
this program. I did not know what is it like to 
miss Indomie. I did not know what is it like to 
manage my spending. Even I did not even 
know how to be brave to stroll alone around 
a foreign land. I just knew that the accent 
and the names of Thai people is strange. 

But this journey helps me to unfold other 
pages of Thailand which I never knew 
existed. I began to see the beauty of the 
names of Thai people and to accept the 
normality of Thai accent.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beyond these things, I learn how to use 
public transport. Those buses are good 
transportation, and with technology, 
everything becomes easier. I still have friend 
who cannot go anywhere because of the lack 
of will to use apps.  

It bothers me.  

What is the point of study abroad when you 
locked at your dorm or university complex, 
and not enjoy the surrounding environment, 
the interaction between locals, and the 
beauty of the cultures? 

Aren’t we here to learn and find our personal 
story? 

One last words. World offers us beautiful 
things, for those who is brave and have a will 
to get out.  

I love my life. 

 

 

AIMS 
2016 

Thailand 

Kasetsart University 
Bangkok, Thailand 

  

 
 

Bernardia Vitri Arumsari 
Agribusiness Student 
Universitas Gadjah Mada 

Thailand awaits you! 
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Attachment 

Courses List for Bernardia Vitri Arumsari 
 

1. Marketing for Agri-enterprises 

Instructor: 

 Assist. Prof. Dr. Apichart Daloonpate 

 Assist. Prof. Dr. Boonjit Titapiwatanakun 

Course Description:  

Domestic and international marketing for agri-enterprises. 
The expansion of agricultural markets. Agricultural futures 
market. Marketing margin. Marketing channels. 
Agricultural processing. Role of government on agri-
enterprises. 

2. Information Management for Agri-enterprises 

Instructor:  

 Dr. Chalee Vorakulpipat 

Course Description: 

Agriculture business or agricultural enterprises are crucial 
to the economic and social development of Thailand. 
These enterprises need to use information systems 
effectively and adapt the technologies to match their 
unique characteristics. This course will describe 
information management in general and the application of 
information systems in agricultural enterprises. 

3. Agri-enterprise Strategic Planning 

Instructor:  

 Thongchai Srivardhana Ph.D. 

Course Description:  

The mission of the course is to explore why good strategic 
management leads to good business performance, to 
present the basic concepts and tools of strategic analysis, 
and to drill students in the methods of crafting well-
conceived strategy and executing it competently. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Thai Conversation in Everyday Life 

Instructor:  

 Assist. Prof. Kowit Pimpuang Ph.D. 

Course Description:  

Thai conversational skills in various situations in everyday 
life. 

5. Seminar 

Instructor:  

 Assoc. Prof. Alisara Menakanit, Ph.D. 

 Assist. Prof. Buncha Chinnasri, Ph.D. 

 Assist. Prof. Panwadee Soparnnarath, Ph.D. 

 Assoc. Prof. Surawit Wannakrairoj, Ph.D. 

Course Description:  

Presentation and discussion on current interesting topics in 
tropical agriculture at the bachelor’s degree level. 

6. Introduction to Tropical Agriculture 

Instructor:  

 Assist. Prof. Buncha Chinnasri, Ph.D. 

Course Description:  

Importance of tropical agriculture, tropical ecosystem, 
production resources, production system, marketing, 
logistics, utilization, value creation, quality and safety of 
produce and products, economics and tropical agriculture 
business, international trade of agricultural commodities. 

 


